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All rights reserved. In addition, Blank and his team noted some key things about business plans within the
context of start-up companies: Business plans rarely survive the first contact with customers Nobody, besides
venture capitalists and the late Soviet Union, requires 5-year plans to forecast complete unknowns these plans
rapidly begin the enter the realm of fiction Start-ups are not smaller versions of big companies and do not
develop in accordance with master plans. The power and magic of One Page Business Plans is that they're
written with key words and short phrasesâ€¦ not long, carefully structured sentences. Our philosophy is
simpleâ€¦ keep your plans clear and concise, and use your planning process to improve execution and drive
results. Briefly describe the action items needed to achieve your objectives, using milestone dates. Pricing
Strategy The pricing strategy section needs to demonstrate how your business will be profitable. May Ed. For
example: What services will you provide? The One Page Business Plan will prepare you to speak clearly,
concisely and with confidence. For example: What are you building? Mid-market companies, sales
organizations, non-profits and divisions of Fortune companies use our systems for creating and cascading
plans throughout their organizations to build a culture of alignment, execution and predictable results. All
rights reserved. Vision This section should articulate your hopes and dreams for the business. Our simple
visual tools facilitate individual and group innovation, brainstorming, strategic thinking and decision making.
We make planning fast, easy and intuitive. All fine and dandy, one might say: extensive, highly detailed and
focused on the minutiae of what you plan to do over the planning period. First drafts can be created in 90
minutes using our cloud-based One Page Business Plan Builder or easy to use print and digital planning tools.
One Page Plans focus people and resources on achieving strategic priorities and critical objectives. Over the
past 17 years, his company has helped thousands of businesses achieve sustainable cash flow and profit
growth. Jim founded the company after nearly two decades in senior level financial positions with Shaklee
Corporation and Bayer Pharmaceuticals. Hot new idea for a product, service, project or program? Search news
articles. What do you see this business becoming in x years? Objectives This section lists your objectives and
metrics for success by time frame, as well as potential questions or challenges. It is a management and results
oriented platform that assures plans and goals created at the beginning of the year are actually implemented
and achieved. Describe possible solutions for any potential obstacles: If landscaping services cannot be
delivered due to bad weather, look into providing other services such as snow clearing or tree pruning. You
can write a vision statement. The critical point, however, is that you need to be spending the time thinking and
making decisions, rather than spending ages on the document itself. The simplified business plan provides a
framework that forces managers to consider all of the critical aspects of their business plan without spending
days on the actual written document. Anytime, anywhere, with anyone! Secondly, and most critically, this
traditional form of business planning is not appropriate for start-up businesses. For example, will you hire
employees, open up branch outlets, or take the business public?


